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AWARDS & COMMENDATIONS

2022 - 01 COMMENDATIONS OF SENATOR RON JOHNSON

WHEREAS, since being elected in 2010, Senator Ron Johnson has been a vocal leader in defense of conservative principles, in providing government oversight, fighting for small business owners, finding consensus on healthcare and opioid-abuse issues, and highlighting our long-term fiscal concerns;

WHEREAS, in the past year, Senator Johnson has taken up the mantle of investigating numerous topics of interest to the American people, including the safety and efficacy of Covid-19 vaccines, or lack thereof, and the benefits of alternative treatments, when others in Congress, the administration, and the media have failed to do so;

WHEREAS, Senator Johnson has chosen to run for a third term; and,

WHEREAS, Senator Johnson shares our conservative principles and is working to protect our interests and the interests of future generations;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, thanks Senator Ron Johnson, for his commitment to our values and commends him for his determination and service to the people of the state of Wisconsin and the United States of America; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin encourages its members and use every resource available to defend and reelect Ron Johnson to represent the state of Wisconsin in the Senate of the United States.
**CONSERVATIVE VALUES**

**2ND AMMENDMENT & GUN RIGHTS**

**2022 - 02 FIREARMS RECORDS POLICY**

WHEREAS, the right to bear arms is protected in the United States Bill of Rights;

WHEREAS, the Biden Administration through the Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms is currently building a searchable database of nearly one billion records detailing Americans’ firearms purchases;

WHEREAS, these actions seem to circumvent the laws prohibiting the government from maintaining a national firearms registry;

WHEREAS, the Biden Administration seeks to overhaul the current federal firearms laws tightening controls on purchases and firearm dealers; and,

WHEREAS, this will limit the right of Americans to utilize their Second Amendment rights as guaranteed them;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, opposes this compilation of these records in violation of existing laws and supports the present system.

**2022 - 03 PROTECTING SECOND AMMENDMENT RIGHTS: UNIVERSAL BACKGROUND CHECKS AND RED FLAG LAWS**

WHEREAS, Governor Evers and Attorney General Kaul of the State of Wisconsin want to create New Gun Control Laws known as: Universal Background Checks and a Red Flag Law; and

WHEREAS, for gun control to get passed into law, it requires duping people into thinking the proposed law is constitutional and will stop criminals; and

WHEREAS, Red Flag laws, also called gun Violence Restraining Orders and Extreme Risk Protection Orders, are gun-confiscation laws disguised as “gun-violence prevention” laws; and

WHEREAS, Red Flag laws are unconstitutional “prior restraint” laws that violate our basic civil rights, taking away a person’s Second and Fourth Amendment rights; and
WHEREAS, enacting a Red Flag law is based on an unnamed person’s secret allegation that someone else “might” do something dangerous to themselves or others in the future; and

WHEREAS, the person accused of being “dangerous” has no notice there is a problem until the police show up, and confiscate the accused’s firearms; and

WHEREAS, it is up to the accused to prove that he or she is not dangerous; and until such proof is provided to the Court’s satisfaction, the guns are not returned; and,

WHEREAS, Universal Background Checks will stop fathers or mothers from passing their legally owned firearms (already registered when purchased) to their sons or daughters.

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, states its opposition to the creation of these “gun control” laws; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin asks that the legislature protect the citizens from this genuine, severe threat to our liberty by showing its opposition to these laws by not permitting this legislation to come before the Wisconsin State Assembly or Senate; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that our government leaders protect our 2nd Amendment Rights by opposing any legislation that would restrict the sale or ownership of lawfully produced guns, clips/magazines, and ammunition or any legislation that would impose extraordinary taxes or fees on same, and that we oppose the creation of any form of registry of firearms, accessories, or ammunition;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin supports the transition of state law regarding the carry of weapons from “shall issue” to “Constitutional Carry” which is enjoyed by a multitude of states in the United States; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges the legislature to protect law-abiding citizens from civil litigation in the event they defend themselves or others against imminent death or great bodily harm with legally permissible firearms.
TAXES, SPENDING, & THE ECONOMY

2022 - 04 FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

WHEREAS, America was founded in part due to anger over an environment of excessive taxation and taxation without representation; and

WHEREAS, the Constitution does allow for taxation for specific reasons to support the general welfare; and

WHEREAS, the United States faces crushing national debt in the trillions of dollars that will be a burden for all future generations to satisfy; and

WHEREAS, these monies are to be used for the specific purpose they are originally voted on and intended; and

WHEREAS, government has found practice in using excess monies collected for one approved purpose to support other uses not adequately provided for nor approved by the citizenry; and

WHEREAS, monies that were intended to keep the Social Security system solvent were instead raided to fund questionable, wasteful and non-essential government programs;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, does not support the transfer of funds designated for one specific purpose to that of another without public disclosure and open hearing at which the citizenry is fairly represented; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin does support a renewed focus on reduction of the national debt.

2022 - 05 WORKFORCE EXPANSION

WHEREAS, employers in Wisconsin are desperate to fill vacant jobs, and the lack of willing workers is a true crisis; and

WHEREAS, the structure of government benefits in Wisconsin does not help people reach independence, but instead keeps them enrolled in benefit programs;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, supports bills to index unemployment duration to unemployment rate, to institute Food Share work requirements, to require more frequent reevaluation of unemployment compensation eligibility, an unemployment system tune-up, and other measures to promote re-employment.


WHEREAS, Article 1, section 8 of The U.S. Constitution states that Congress has the power to “To coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights and measures; and

WHEREAS, in March 1933 the congress conceded its power in Article 1, Section 8, to the President, with the Emergency Banking Act; giving the President power to control international and domestic gold movements; and

WHEREAS, the dollar had been backed by such precious metals such as gold or silver. But the gold standard ended in 1933 and silver ended in 1968; and

WHEREAS, now the dollar is backed by “the full faith and credit clause of Article 4, section 1 of the Constitution. In other words, the good and services we produce only; and

WHEREAS, the dollar is ranked 9th among the top ten currencies in the world today;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, that Congress should remove currency power from the President and restore the power, established by the famers with Article 1, Section 8, back to the Congress where it belongs and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin calls on Congress to return the dollar to be backed by a gold or silver standard.
2022 - 07 HISTORICAL COMMITMENT TO EQUALITY

WHEREAS, the Republican Party was created in 1854 in response to the Kansas Nebraska Act which was seeking to extend slavery into the territories; and

WHEREAS, with the election of President Abraham Lincoln in 1860 the Republican Party helped bring about the end of slavery; and

WHEREAS, the Republican Party began the Civil Rights Movement in the 1860s with the passage of the 13th Amendment ending slavery, the 14th Amendment granting ALL persons born in the United States citizenship and equal protection under the laws of the Constitution and the 15th Amendment which stated that no man could be deprived of the right to vote based on race; and

WHEREAS, the first Black Congressmen were elected into Congress in the 1860s as members of the Republican Party; and

WHEREAS, the core values of the Republican Party are strong families, faith in God, personal responsibility, quality education, and equal opportunities for all are shared values which ignore the cultural divide of race and religion;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, fully embraces the rich history of our party and is dedicated to continuing our historic foundation and the education and inclusion of all citizens.

2022 - 08 PERSONAL LIBERTY

WHEREAS, America was founded on the premise of freedom; and

WHEREAS, the Constitution guarantees personal liberty; and

WHEREAS, each individual has the right over his or her own person; and

WHEREAS, private property rights are destroyed by the continued regulation of behavior on private property, including businesses open to the public; and

WHEREAS, government over-regulating the lives of private citizens and businesses leads to oppression; and

WHEREAS, it was necessary to denounce the overreach of the Governor Evers who issued mask orders and unconstitutional mandates to close down all commerce in the state WI during the pandemic; and
WHEREAS, Governor Evers failed to issue protective orders in the City of Kenosha which led to riots, chaos, and civil unrest; and

WHEREAS, the “cancel culture” uses bullying tactics to instill fear and take away rights from a free society; and

WHEREAS, government encroachment on personal liberties leads to more government encroachment;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, supports individual personal rights and responsibilities, and does not support any reduction in personal freedoms and liberties through any legislation.

2022 - 09 PROMOTE LOVE, MARRIAGE, AND THE FAMILY

WHEREAS, independent families, with fathers and mothers who marry, give birth, and teach and nurture the next generation are the most important foundation for a stable civil society; and,

WHEREAS, American Marxists are attempting to destroy the independent family with its inherent ideas of love, motherhood, fatherhood, family obligations and loyalties and are denying the fact that there are biological differences between men and women;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, declares that we are the party of family; celebrating the mystery of romance and marriage, the unique responsibilities of fatherhood and motherhood, the comfort and pain of home and family; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, declares that we oppose all that weakens the family like tax systems that encourage people not to marry, social programs that encourage families to break apart or have children out of wedlock, and sex education that dismisses gender as simply an illusion and sex as little more than entertainment; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, recognizes that differences between men and women often call for separate treatment which the law should recognize for bathrooms and dormitories, sports where biological females need not compete with biological males and biological males need not compete with biological females, for incarceration facilities to separate biological females from biological males, and for a military that does not draft biological females; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, calls our state legislature to criminalize the administration of puberty blockers and opposition hormones by parents, medical staff, or other third parties for the purpose of gender transitioning minor children; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, calls on our state legislature to pass laws that enable minor children who have been “transitioned” to recover damages against parents, medical staff, or other third parties for the purpose of ten years after reaching the age of majority while allowing for the full recovery of attorney fees where there has been a willful and intentional administration of experimental puberty blockers and apposition
hormones upon a minor child, and opposes any attempts by professional organizations to force physicians to support gender transitioning.

2022 - 10 RESTORE LIBERTY

WHEREAS, this country is founded on the principle that the law is king, not the whims of any individual or government bureau; and

WHEREAS, law must defend, not threaten, the life, liberty, and property of citizens; and

WHEREAS, our legislators are destroying liberty whenever they pass thousands of pages of hastily written law, which they have not had time to read or analyze, and then give the administrative state absolute power to add tens of thousands of regulations and mandates, each having the force of law; and

WHEREAS, the executive branch of the federal government has fallen into the hands of those who wish to replace our most important institutions—church, home, school, and hospital—with government, which they control;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, seeks to keep church, home, school, and medical care free from state and federal control; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, dedicates itself to electing and reelecting only legislators with the courage to take control back from the administrative state; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, calls on the United States Congress and the Wisconsin State Legislature to remove or update old laws that threaten the lives, liberty, or property of the people; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, dedicates itself to publicizing the voting records of all public officials including school board members, city aldermen, county supervisors, judges, prosecutors, and state and local representatives—and electing or reelecting only those who understand the power and importance of liberty.

2022 - 11 ENCOURAGE FREE SPEECH

WHEREAS, the internet has become an essential public service; and

WHEREAS, many social media companies no longer serve as neutral platforms but edit news, censor opinion, and ban those with whom they disagree; and

WHEREAS, tech oligarchs are now able to violate every citizen’s rights to free speech and to free inquiry through their control of search engines; and

WHEREAS, no free republic can survive so much power being limited to so few;
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, calls on Congress to update the laws of libel opening social media companies that are not simple platforms to lawsuit; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, calls on the Department of Justice and the Courts to utilize anti-trust laws to break up powerful tech monopolies.
IMMIGRATION

2022 - 12 IMMIGRATION REFORM

WHEREAS, the United States of America was founded by immigrants, as a refuge for immigrants, we have a unique status in the world as a melting pot of cultures; and,

WHEREAS, legal immigration remains beneficial for our country; and,

WHEREAS, the longstanding political divide on this issue has resulted in unsecure borders, which is an economic lure for migrants, an opportunity for terrorists to enter, a potential for increased vote fraud, an additional burden on government spending programs, and allows an underground economy reliant on the labor of undocumented workers; and,

WHEREAS, enforcement of existing immigration laws, using border patrols, technology, barriers and worker verification, would enhance the security of our citizens, protect our economy and protect our unique culture;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, urges our Congressional representatives to support reforms allowing fair-but-limited legal immigration and to oppose any immigration plan that grants unconditional amnesty to illegal immigrants already in the United States; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that chain migration and the visa lottery program be discontinued; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin supports the completion of recommended physical barriers along our borders, in whatever manner is most efficient, and to deploy technology or personnel as required to prevent entry by unauthorized migrants; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin recommends that the State of Wisconsin and the Federal Government require that all employers use the E-verify system to check the citizenship status of all persons who apply to work; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges the State Legislature to pass legislation prohibiting local governments from enacting “local ordinances, resolutions and policies that prohibit enforcement of federal or state laws relating to illegal aliens or immigration status”; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges Congress to rescind Federal money from established Sanctuary Cities until they comply with State and Federal Laws regarding illegal immigrants, and to prohibit benefits including driver’s licenses, subsidized medical services, tuition and mortgages to non-citizens; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin appreciates the Department of Homeland Security leadership, ICE agents and Border Patrol agents and thanks them for their diligence
in enforcing U.S. laws to control our borders and detain and deport illegal immigrant criminals.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin rejects the interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment that allows for “birthright citizenship" of illegal immigrants.
SUPPORT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT

2022 - 13 SUPPORT FOR POLICE & EMERGENCY WORKERS

WHEREAS, public safety for all Wisconsin citizens is a major concern;
WHEREAS, police and emergency personnel are in harm’s way every day to ensure our laws are followed and lives and property are protected;
WHEREAS, a vast majority of police and emergency personnel are upstanding civil servants, but as with any group a few may take the law into their own hands and ignore established policies and procedures;
WHEREAS, these few offending officers attract news attention as though representative of the whole, with the vast majority of upstanding civil servants slandered by the actions of a few; and
WHEREAS, there have been highly publicized incidents of “bad policing”, the majority of the “blue line” stands ready to protect and to serve the populace, doing exemplary work and putting their lives on the line;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, thank and commend the police officers and other emergency service personnel for their outstanding service to the citizens of Wisconsin; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin is profoundly grateful to our law enforcement officers and supports legislation providing funds to recruit, train and retain law enforcement officers; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges those few officers who do not abide by the policies and procedures of the departments be swiftly re-educated or removed from their positions of sacred trust.

2022 - 14 DO JUSTICE

WHEREAS, prosecutors and judges must administer justice and maintain the rule of law; and,
WHEREAS, we are experiencing a well-funded and well-organized attempt to destabilize this country by destroying the rule of law; and,
WHEREAS, this assault is taking the form of millions of dollars being poured into district attorney and judicial races to replace conservative prosecutors and judges who protect the lives, liberty, and property of citizens with progressive prosecutors and judges who avoid trial by jury and talk about “root causes,” “restorative justice,” and “bail reform” while releasing criminals back onto the streets to prey on the public; and,
WHEREAS, refusal to enforce shoplifting laws results in wholesale looting that wipes out vital services, refusal to enforce laws against carjacking and assault threatens everyone’s freedom of movement, refusal to enforce gun laws enables armed felons to terrorize entire neighborhoods and refusal to enforce election law threatens the survival of our free republic; and,

WHEREAS, the failure of prosecutors and judges to protect the lives, liberty, and property of citizens has compelled millions of desperate Americans to arm themselves; and,

WHEREAS, we need an independent federal judiciary with the power to overrule unconstitutional actions of both the legislative and executive branches, but we cannot permit judges to make or alter the law from the bench; and,

WHEREAS, “activist” judges commonly rationalize revising or ignoring the constitutional law to achieve what they deem to be more virtuous outcomes thereby perverting the “rule of law” into the “rule of judge.”

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, urges the legislature to insure adequate funding for prosecution offices, courts, and prisons; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, dedicates itself to investigating and publicizing the philosophies and records of candidates for prosecutor and judge; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, promises to actively campaign for conservative prosecutors and judges and against liberal prosecutors and activist judges.
WHEREAS, the defense of our nation, its citizens, and our national interests is a primary duty of the United States Government; and

WHEREAS, the sacrifices of the men and women in uniform have provided safety and liberty for the United States and many people throughout the world; and

WHEREAS, the care of veterans is key to retaining and recruiting quality members of the Armed Forces; and

WHEREAS, some veterans return home from active duty with medical conditions not diagnosable due to dormancy or latency, that manifest later in life and may cause debilitating illnesses; and

WHEREAS, some veterans have a gap in coverage between transition from military care to veterans’ administration care; and

WHEREAS, the care of veterans is an obligation of the government that sends the men and women of the Armed Forces on their missions of protection and those in support of men and women on such missions;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, supports and commends the sacrifices and commitment of those serving in the United States military; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin supports streamlining the process for Veterans Administration claims concerning health conditions not previously diagnosed or known to the medical community; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, supports adequate funding for veterans’ programs that seamlessly transition veterans between military treatment and Veterans Administration treatment; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin supports veterans and adequate multi-year funding for veterans’ hospitals and services.

WHEREAS, this world is rapidly becoming a more dangerous place, with an increasingly bellicose China, Iran, North Korea, Russia, and unstable nations through Africa and our hemisphere; and
WHEREAS, our hasty Afghanistan withdrawal has contributed to its instability by rearming the Taliban with billions of dollars of arms, ammunition, and other military hardware; and
WHEREAS, this humiliating debacle has created the belief that the U.S. military, once seen as the guardian of the free world, has become just another impotent bureaucracy at its highest levels; and
WHEREAS, our great number of intelligence and surveillance agencies, intended to spy on our enemies, has become a greater threat to the liberty of the American people than to our enemies;
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, urges Congress and the President to take immediate action to reduce our bloated military high command by removing those generals and admirals more concerned about national politics and social engineering in the ranks than in national defense; and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, urges the Biden administration and the military high command to summon the will to support our allies and to stand up to the corrupt regimes of China, Russia, and Iran; and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, urges our Congress to take immediate steps to defend the privacy of American citizens from our own intelligence and federal law enforcement agencies that violate their charters and spy on the American public.
WHEREAS, every child deserves access to quality education, but despite this many children, especially those from minority or low-income families or children with special needs are trapped in failing schools; and

WHEREAS, every child’s educational needs, abilities, and learning style is unique; and

WHEREAS, parents have the fundamental right and responsibility to educate their children and provide for their moral guidance; and

WHEREAS, parents should have as much choice as possible in selecting the right school for their children; and

WHEREAS, vigorous competition from independent schools will stimulate government schools to strive for and achieve excellence; and

WHEREAS, the in-classroom teacher and specialists are tasked with implementation of curriculum, standards and culture defined and required by the Wisconsin Education Association, School Boards, Administration or others; and

WHEREAS, the in-classroom teachers and specialists are the primary interface with our students and represent the authority figure in the classroom; and

WHEREAS, the in-classroom teachers and specialists are highly educated, credentialed and in many cases possess advanced degrees in the field of education;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, strongly urges that School Choice continue to be expanded; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges that religiously oriented schools should not be discriminated against for exercising their freedom of religion and freedom of choice; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges our state legislators, the WEA and local school boards to push for curriculum changes that place greater emphasis on the STEM and Foundational Skills, including science, social studies, mathematics, reading, and phonics and eliminate all programs whose objectives are social engineering or advocacy of special interests; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin supports academic efforts that ensure that the presentation of our history and founding principles in our educational institutions, including those of higher learning, is objective, truthful, and complete; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges that libraries in all publicly-funded schools provide a balance of reading materials that reflect conservative values as well as liberal values; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin strongly urges the repeal of Common Core State Standards; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin supports local control of school boards and does not support DPI interference in the direction of our local school boards; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin supports and promotes the individual classroom teacher and specialists, and will work to promote a positive and supportive work environment in the classroom; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin places accountability for the failures of curriculum, safe learning environments and declining educational outcomes as the responsibility of the WEA, Administrators, School Boards and others who have utilized the education of our children for purposes of Social Engineering, incorporating unethical, political and agenda motivated curriculum in educational settings.

2022 - 18 INFORMED CONSENT ON REQUIRING POSTING OF FEDERAL PROTECTIONS OF PUPIL RIGHTS

WHEREAS, it has become evident in recent years that the majority of Wisconsin parents, guardians, and taxpayers want more transparency from public school administration and districts regarding instruction;

WHEREAS, it appears that many Wisconsinites do not know or understand that the federal government has passed legislation to ensure certain legal protections for students in all U.S. schools that receive federal funding; and

WHEREAS, parents, guardians and taxpayers should have easy access to information regarding the legal protections of students in their school districts;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, strongly recommends that the Wisconsin state legislature and Governor approve a rule that requires all Wisconsin Public School Districts and private schools receiving federal funding to post the content of U.S. Code, Title 20, Chapter 31, Subchapter 3, Part 4/1232h, as it is explained in the attached legal interpretation; and that to ensure that content is easily accessible, said rule and Title 20 content be posted in public viewing areas of all district school buildings and district office buildings, as well as in all student handbooks and parent communications, including student survey announcements, at the start of each school year;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin believes that not complying with this recommendation contributes to the widespread public perception that the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, state district administrators, and district school boards are reluctant to be transparent about student and parent legal rights and protections; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin believes that parents, guardians and taxpayers are legally entitled to that transparency in lieu of the same entitlement reflected in state statutes.

(See U.S. Code, Title 20, Chapter 31, Subchapter 3, Part 4, Sec 1232h for additional details)

2022 - 19 STOP CRT & RACED BASED TEACHINGS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

WHEREAS, many Americans over the course of history of the U.S. have been racist and have caused grave injustices against African Americans, Native Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans;

WHEREAS, even today there remain Americans who are racist;

WHEREAS, an unacceptable reaction has ensued in which all white Americans are claimed to be racist and our country is declared to be racist and this philosophy has become embodied in what is known as Critical Race Theory (CRT);

WHEREAS, Critical Race Theory encourages people to see themselves as victims instead of people responsible for their own success and all should be encouraged to believe that they are capable of anything they desire to achieve instead of being encouraged to believe that they have no future due to "institutionalized racism”;

WHEREAS, Martin Luther King, Jr. called for a world where humans would be judged based on the content of their character, not the color of their skin;

WHEREAS, liberal apologists wrongly excuse immoral action by criminals as a result of oppression against people of color and thus call for judging people based on the color of their skin instead of the content of their character;

WHEREAS, racism in all its forms is WRONG;

WHEREAS, CRT uses the bigotry of race to divide groups and to assault the character of conservative African Americans (e.g. Barrington Martin II), and CRT requires teachers to educate children through a lens of race, causing children to see themselves as either a victim or as an oppressor;

WHEREAS, CRT is a tool for the proponents of cultural Marxism and denies the concepts of individual liberty, equality, and freedom which has made the USA such a wonderful place for advancement for millions of immigrants, which is proven by the fact that even today huge numbers of people are trying to immigrate to the USA;

WHEREAS, Democratic lawmakers, teachers' union representatives, School Boards, and School Superintendents deny the existence of CRT, and have declared parents who are concerned about CRT to be domestic terrorists, and have claimed that parents should not have roles in THEIR CHILDREN’s education;
WHEREAS, educators should teach that the United States of America is an exceptional nation whose people have always strived to form a more perfect union based upon our founding principles, and that our Founding Fathers – including George Washington and Thomas Jefferson – as well as leaders like Abraham Lincoln, Frederick Douglass, and Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. were among the greatest Americans to ever live, and they deserve to be honored as heroes; and

WHEREAS, our children and grandchildren should be taught to take pride in their country, to respect our founding principles of liberty and equality, and to have a sense of American history that is both truthful and inspiring, and civics education should focus on the serious study of our founding documents and principles, and should not encourage or coerce students into engaging in extracurricular political action on behalf of contemporary policy positions; and

WHEREAS, parents and residents across Wisconsin and the USA are standing up to teachers' unions, School Boards, and elected officials of the Democratic Party that have infiltrated the school curriculum with CRT or the principles of CRT.

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, condemns all those who continue to have racist attitudes and calls on all Americans to stop treating any American differently on the basis of race and calls on all Americans to stop engaging in stereotypes and stop judging people based on their race;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin equally condemns Critical Race Theory and any philosophy that brands an entire nation or an entire race as racist or calls for excusing immoral and criminal action because of the race of the person who commits it;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin believes that teaching children to hate their country and each other is immoral and deeply harmful to our society and must be stopped, and believes that our young people should be taught to view one another not according to race or gender, but as individuals;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin calls on voters to replace elected officials, school board members, education commissioners, principals, deans, and university presidents who promote CRT or its principles with new leaders who respect our history, our values, our rights, and the God-given dignity of every person; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin calls on the State Legislature and local school boards to prohibit the teaching of CRT or its principles or any other race based educational programs in our public elementary, middle, and high schools.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin calls on the State Legislature to adopt legislation which would prohibit public universities and technical colleges from compelling students to affirm, adopt, or adhere to the tenets of CRT or its principles or other race based teachings.
2022 - 20 ADRESSING GENDER DYSPHORIA IN MINORS

WHEREAS, vulnerable minors do not have the maturity to give informed consent for physical treatments of gender dysphoria, including medications to delay puberty, cross-sex hormones or surgery to feminize or masculinize the body; and,

WHEREAS, education standards increasingly address, if not encourage, gender dysphoria and gender transition; and,

WHEREAS, legislation is needed to preserve women’s sports and protect girls and women from competing against transgender athletes, since hormone treatments cannot undo the effect of male chromosomes on the performance of competitive athletes, and athletic opportunities for transgender students can be provided by coed leagues; and,

WHEREAS, psycho-social treatments of gender dysphoria encouraging acceptance of chromosomal gender are often successful, efforts to outlaw such treatments notwithstanding;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, strongly encourages legislation banning physical treatments of gender dysphoria in minors and allowing providing a minor the right to recover damages against parents, medical staff, or other third parties at any future date; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin encourages the local school boards to be vigilant and transparent with regard to gender dysphoria and transgender issues so as not to encourage minors to aspire to transformations that may be harmful in maturity; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges that legislation to preserve women’s and girls’ sports for biological females be enacted; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin endorses legislation that permits psychological treatment of gender dysphoria.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin recognizes that since cultural changes can progress extremely rapidly, the issue needs to be addressed now, before physical treatments become widespread and generally accepted.

2022 - 21 EDUCATION

WHEREAS, we believe that protecting and promoting a sound education of our children and youth is one of parents’ and society’s most important responsibilities; and,

WHEREAS, parental authority over the educational experiences of their children has been co-opted by teachers and administrators who are often not transparent with lessons, assignments and assessments; and,
WHEREAS, Wisconsin’s school choice and virtual programs empower parents with alternatives to the public schools for the education of their children and lead to greater academic success for many children currently enrolled; and,

WHEREAS, government officials, especially at the higher education level, are increasing hostile to the free exchange of ideas, especially those expressing conservative and Christian values; and,

WHEREAS, there is increasing interest in adopting learning programs that assess children’s social and emotional strengths and seek to engineer social and emotional behavior; and,

WHEREAS, the strength and vitality so necessary for our form of government, our welfare as a free people and our national identity to be preserved is dependent upon an honest and accurate presentation and understanding of our history and founding principles; and,

WHEREAS, there have been efforts to rewrite, revise and/or distort our nation’s history and founding principles to support liberal political and economic ideologies, rather than presenting our history truthfully and in full, inhibiting an informed electorate; and,

WHEREAS, the Federal government has mandated that every state collect personal student information, aligned with federal Common Education Data Standards, which combined with the use of technology makes this data easier to share and utilize, allowing each child to be tracked from birth and/or preschool onward; and,

WHEREAS, the U.S. Department of Education amended regulations, under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), that increase private company and third-party access to student data without parental consent, as formerly required; and,

WHEREAS, the state of Wisconsin ranks at or near the bottom of assessments for protecting student privacy in terms of covered and regulated parties, transparency, parental and student rights, commercial uses, data security, oversight and enforcement, and other provisions (Network for Public Education report, 2019);

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, supports local control of schools, urges full transparency as to curriculum content and methods, advocates for parental involvement and empowerment, and opposes all Federal intervention in education; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin District supports continued statewide expansion of Wisconsin’s school choice program, and the use of vouchers and tax credits, without regard to financial means, for those who select private, virtual or home schooling; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges the Legislature to not use funding to incentivize local school boards against the will of their constituents; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges our local school boards
to push for curriculum changes that place greater emphasis on the basics (including phonics-based early reading instruction, language arts, mathematics, science, history, social studies and economics), and eliminate all programs whose objectives are social engineering or advocacy of liberal political and economic ideologies; and,

**BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,** that the Republican Party of Wisconsin specifically supports academic efforts and curriculum developments to restore understanding of the greatness of the American Founding and to ensure that the presentation of our history and founding principles is objective, truthful and complete, and taught in all our educational institutions, including those of higher learning; and,

**BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,** that the Republican Party of Wisconsin expresses our deep opposition to curriculum and information dissemination that pushes social justice or systemic racism agendas, rather than focusing on our common values of equal opportunity and respect for all American citizens; and,

**BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,** that the Republican Party of Wisconsin urges religiously-oriented schools not be discriminated against for exercising their freedom of religion; and demands elimination of government funding for any college or university that does not honor free speech for all; and,

**BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,** our state representatives to adopt measures that counteract the egregious sharing and mining of student data, including that resulting from loosened FERPA regulations; and,

**BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,** local school boards and administrators inform parents about the data collection and subsequent sharing that is enabled by increased technology use in classrooms and at home.

**2022 - 22 TEACH THE FOUNDING DOCUMENTS**

**WHEREAS,** the stated purpose of education is to raise up people to be good citizens; and,

**WHEREAS,** to be good citizens the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution must be taught; and,

**WHEREAS,** there is a federal law that requires one day devoted to teaching the U.S. Constitution in our schools and the law is not being enforced in any public school; and,

**WHEREAS,** the Nebraska legislature debated the Convention of States resolution and the civic ignorance of the elected officials in opposition was on full display. This is not confined to Nebraska, it is happening in Wisconsin and other states;

**NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED,** that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, beseech the legislative body of the great state of Wisconsin to consider a state law that requires and enforces the teaching of the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution in all of our schools. We need to teach our students to be good citizens as that will ensure the continued existence of the United States of America.
HEALTHCARE

2022 - 23 STOP THE MURDER OF UNBORN CHILDREN

WHEREAS, all human beings are created in the image of God, and are thus endowed by their Creator with an unalienable right to life; and,

WHEREAS, abortion is the murder of the weakest and most innocent human beings within our midst; and,

WHEREAS, governments are instituted by God among mankind, being charged with the duty to secure and protect the right to life, and establish justice for all; and,

WHEREAS, Wisconsin Statute 940.04(6) declares, “‘unborn child’ means a human being from the time of conception”; and,

WHEREAS, Wisconsin Statute 940.01(a) declares, “whoever causes the death of another human being with intent to kill that person or another is guilty of a Class A felony”; and,

WHEREAS, the 10th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution states that “the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people”; and,

WHEREAS, our founding fathers recognized life as an inalienable, individual right which the Republican Party has reaffirmed in declaring abortion, infanticide, and euthanasia to be violations of this sacred and basic human right;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, reaffirms its support for the rights of the unborn, and for the struggle to ensure that our government and our society protect and respect innocent human life in all its forms;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin demands that our state legislators stop using the pro-life label as a platform to run on, and actually take action to make Wisconsin a pro-life State.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, calls upon the Wisconsin legislature to interpose on behalf of preborn children in Wisconsin and enact legislation to stop the murder of unborn children; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin directs state legislators to work to end the murder of the preborn in the State of Wisconsin as a legislative priority for the 2022 legislative session.
WHEREAS, approximately 20% of Americans carry significant medical debt; and,

WHEREAS, up to 62% of bankruptcies nationwide are caused by medical issues; and,

WHEREAS, nearly two-thirds of Americans are worried about being able to afford unexpected medical bills; and,

WHEREAS, the actual cost of medical care can vary tremendously from one medical provider to another, and most medical care is shoppable; and,

WHEREAS, the pricing of healthcare interventions has become very confusing for healthcare consumers to understand; and,

WHEREAS, nearly 9 in 10 Americans believe that healthcare entities should disclose all of their prices in an easily accessible place online to allow for easy shopping for healthcare services; and,

WHEREAS, in order for market forces and competition to effectively take hold in healthcare, patients must be empowered to make more educated decisions on their care through more transparent pricing; and,

WHEREAS, in 2019 President Trump signed an Executive Order on Improving Price Transparency in American Healthcare, which required hospitals to disclose their prices;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, believes the State of Wisconsin should institute meaningful and consistent statewide healthcare price transparency policies for patients to make informed choices prior to receiving medical care at hospitals and surgical centers.

WHEREAS, our nation has a strong history of protecting the civil rights of its citizens, even and explicitly if those citizens are in the minority; and,

WHEREAS, the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) was established via the Civil Rights Act of 1964; and,

WHEREAS, state and federal law prohibits discrimination of protected classes, namely race, color, religion, sex, pregnancy, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, disability and genetic information; and,

WHEREAS, the government, businesses and organizations face legal recourse for discriminating against protected classes of person under state and federal law; and,
WHEREAS, many of these federally recognized protected classes are a matter of individual choice; and,

WHEREAS, persons who make individual choices about their health and medical decisions regarding their body are being denied services by both the government, businesses and organizations; and,

WHEREAS, no medical procedure has constitutionally been deemed medically necessary by the United States Supreme Court; and,

WHEREAS, religious exemptions are provided for certain government mandated under the protected class status; and,

WHEREAS, the government, businesses and organizations are being allowed and in some cases encouraged by the government to discrimination against a class of people who choose to forgo elective medical procedures including immunizations;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, urges lawmakers to include medical history and immunization status as a state and federally protected class.
WHEREAS, The state of Wisconsin does not have a “Stand Your Ground Law,” to protect citizens from prosecution if they need to use deadly force outside of their castle; and under the “Castle Doctrine Law” a person may only use deadly force inside of their dwelling, vehicle or place of business; and Wisconsin's conceal carry law enables a Wisconsin citizen to be prepared to use deadly force to defend themselves outside of their “castle,” the absence of a “Stand Your Ground Law” exposes the citizen to certain prosecution for using the same protection whose use is permitted under the Castle Doctrine Law, when it occurs outside their “castle,” and in fact could potentially trigger an equal protection issue under the law when a citizen is prosecuted where the only grounds for prosecution is the location of the protective action; and further, it is disingenuous to pass a law giving Wisconsinites a conceal carry license when there is no way to avoid prosecution should you need to use your weapon outside of your “castle.”

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, hereby calls upon the Wisconsin Assembly, Senate and Governor to pass a “Stand Your Ground Law” to protect its citizens from legal assault from politically motivated prosecutors.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin supports the rights of CCL holders and citizens who own and possess firearms or other devices such as knives, and recognize that their personal vehicles are private property, request that the State Legislature pass legislation that supports a citizens rights to safely possess, store or keep personal weapons within their private personal vehicles at any time including when on school or college campuses or parking areas of public or private business locations.

WHEREAS, the United States of America embodies unique Judeo-Christian values of liberty which do not exist in foreign legal systems, in particular Shariah Law; and,

WHEREAS, foreign laws and doctrines, which are frequently at odds with US Constitutional principles of equal protection and due process, are increasingly introduced into US court cases;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, opposes the consideration of foreign laws in US courts.
WHEREAS, the most basic of all human rights is the ability to have control over your own body, including the making of all medical decisions. In 1973 the U.S. Supreme Court in Roe v Wade found a privacy interest in the U.S. Constitution that allowed women to make decisions about their own bodies that included ending the life of their unborn children. While we do not agree with the extent or outcome of that decision because it includes ending the life of another human being without due process of law, we do agree with the basic and underlying premise that there is a privacy interest in personal bodily integrity and the medical decision-making; and,

WHEREAS, a person has the right to exclusively make medical decisions for oneself or one’s minor child, or to designate a substitute decision-maker through a legal Power of Attorney for Healthcare document, as long as there is informed consent obtained for either the individual or the substitute decision-maker; and,

WHEREAS, in 2011, the U. S. Supreme Court protected vaccine manufacturers from vaccine injury lawsuits and in 1986 Congress passed the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act, which determined vaccines to be “unavoidably unsafe” and ALL pharmaceutical products carry some risk of permanent injury or death which demands that there must be an informed consent and choice; and,

WHEREAS, out of the Doctors Trial in Nuremberg came the Nuremberg Code, of which Yale law professor, physician and ethicist Jay Katz has said “that the principle of the advancement of science (must) bow to a higher principle: protection of individual inviolability. The rights of individuals to thoroughgoing self-determination and autonomy must come first. Scientific advances may be impeded, perhaps even become impossible at times, but this is a price worth paying;” and,

WHEREAS, Dr. Katz also said that the judges of the Nuremberg tribunal, “envisioned a world in which free women and men, after careful explanation, could make their own good or bad decisions, but not decisions unknowingly imposed on them by the authority of the state, science, or medicine;” and,

WHEREAS, bioethicist Arthur Caplan agreed when he said, “The Nuremberg Code explicitly rejects the moral argument that the creation of benefits for many, justifies the sacrifice of the few. Every experiment, no matter how important or valuable, requires the express voluntary consent of the individual. The right of individuals to control their bodies trumps the interest of others in obtaining knowledge or benefits from them;” and,

WHEREAS, the First Principle of the Nuremberg Code requires that the voluntary consent of medical decision-making or human experimentation is absolutely essential. Voluntary consent can never be legally obtained where information is intentionally withheld from the subject. The freedom of choice and therefore, legally informed consent can never be present where force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching by someone in a position of power, or any other form of constraint, deception or coercions are used. The human subject of experimentation of any kind must have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of all elements of the experiment, including the subject, the nature of it, the duration of the experiment and side effects and the risks involved so as to enable an individual to make a fully informed legal decision; and,

WHEREAS, legal informed consent requires knowledge and understanding on a personal level so that the subject of human experiments can decide for his or herself, what he or she is willing to endure or to accept as a reasonable amount of inconvenience, personal harms, pain or suffering and the risk of
permanent bodily injury or even death one is willing to assume as a potential outcome of the experimentation. It follows then that unconscious persons and the unborn can never be experimented upon since it is impossible for them to make such legally informed decisions, as stated above and that substitute decision-making can never amount to legally informed consent for another human being in the case of human experimentation; and,

WHEREAS, there is a concerted effort by the pharmaceutical industry and their lobbyists, to persuade our state and federal legislators to abolish rights that individuals have when making informed health choices for what is best for themselves and their family, and where bills have been introduced in both the state assembly and state senate in the past, with the intention of removing philosophical/personal conviction exemptions from vaccination programs, some of which are experimental in nature such as the COVID-19 gene therapy injection; and,

WHEREAS, in the wake of potential harms to the individual and the public from vaccinations, which may all, to some extent be considered “experimental” in nature, and because of the vacillating interpretation of “vaccine science,” it is the constitutional right of all human beings to NEVER be to subjected to mandatory vaccination laws in the State of Wisconsin;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, we demand state officials who represent the people of the State of Wisconsin, pass such laws as needed to forbid mandatory vaccinations and to adopt the Nuremberg code in its entirety in order to prevent Crimes against Humanity from ever occurring in this state;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin strongly encourage the state legislature amend the Right to Try statutes enacted in 2018 to include “off-label” use of medications and to pass any other legislation required to ensure that patients have an absolute right to demand legal medications that they believe will help them to survive as long as they are willing to absolve the hospitals and health providers of liability for any injuries incurred as a direct result of that medication administration; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin encourages the state legislature, sheriff’s departments, local district attorneys and the Wisconsin Department of Justice to open investigations into the many deaths in Wisconsin hospitals where instead of allowing proven and safe alternative treatments such as Ivermectin to be administered, hospitals through their staff, are allowing dangerous experimental drugs to be used under an emergency use authorization (EUA). This treatment protocol which is being promoted by CMS (Medicare and Medicaid), the CDC and the FDA is causing many needless deaths throughout Wisconsin while at the same time it is providing a windfall of federal money through CMS reimbursements.

2022 - 29 DEATH PENALTY

WHEREAS, attacks on law enforcement have increased amidst a toxic anti-police environment.

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, urges passage of legislation to support law enforcement and supports laws giving the death penalty to anyone who kills a law enforcement officer in the line of duty.
2022 - 30 RETIREMENT PLANNING REFORM

WHEREAS, the evidence is clear that Social Security will go bankrupt when the baby boomers retire even if the Social Security surplus is dedicated to Social Security alone; and,

WHEREAS, the Democrats have proposed no solution to this problem and likely would rather just resort to a huge increase in the payroll tax to resolve it; and,

WHEREAS, the only way to save Social Security without huge tax increases is to modify it to allow for a portion of Social Security payroll taxes to be diverted into a personal retirement account in which employees will be able to determine how their Social Security taxes are invested; and,

WHEREAS, when voters are asked in opinion polls whether they should be able to control how their Social Security taxes are invested, they overwhelmingly support it notwithstanding the continued attacks by the Democrats and the unions which have scared voters into opposing the proposal; and,

WHEREAS, neither periods of unusual increases in the stock market nor periods of unusual decreases in the stock market should be used as justification to oppose personal accounts for Social Security since the evidence is clear that over the long term investments in the stock market have historically grown significantly, and citizens can be educated to take investments out of the stock market when they are nearing retirement age to keep them safe from unexpected downturns in the stock market;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, urges Congress to support allowing workers to place a portion of their Social Security payroll taxes into a personal retirement account in which employees have the right to direct the investment of their Social Security taxes, and to oppose proposals to increase Social Security taxes, impose means testing for the receipt of Social Security benefits without allowing workers to place a portion of their Social Security payroll taxes into a personal account, or to have the government invest Social Security funds.

2022 - 31 REPEAL THE MINIMUM Markup LAW

WHEREAS, the state government has no business being in the business of setting prices; and,

WHEREAS, Wisconsin’s retailers are still governed by the Unfair Sales Act originally passed in the 1930’s; and,

WHEREAS, Wisconsin’s residents are forced to pay higher prices by this law which has outlived its usefulness; and,

WHEREAS crony capitalism enables price fixing which is injurious to consumers;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, that the State of Wisconsin repeal the Unfair Sales Act, otherwise known as the Minimum Markup Law.
WHEREAS, our founders developed a constitutional system of government with the strength to unify a geographically and culturally diverse nation while protecting the regional and local autonomy of every state; and,

WHEREAS, the Constitution has done so by limiting the power of the federal government to specific enumerated areas and requiring that it rule by law not by the arbitrary dictates of politicians or its administrative state; and,

WHEREAS, the 10th amendment states “the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people”; and,

WHEREAS, federal agencies are ignoring their constitutional limitations when the IRS, FBI, and DOJ intimidate and imprison their political enemies, when intelligence agencies spy on American citizens, and when agencies like OSHA exercises dictatorial control over every nuance of business activity in this country; and,

WHEREAS, no person or private business can be safe or, acting alone, can defend themselves from tyrannical federal agencies;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, calls our state legislators to work together with other liberty loving state governors and legislatures to determine how best, to defend our citizens from all powerful federal agencies; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, demands the State of Wisconsin Legislature immediately pass legislation that requires any transfer of Wisconsin State land and water to the Federal government to be approved by the Wisconsin State Assembly and the Senate, not just the Governor; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, promises to fight to elect or reelect representatives more loyal to our Constitution than to their political party.
GOVERNMENT OVERREACH

WHEREAS, the COVID-19 epidemic during 2020 and 2021 has created a health risk and caused many deaths; and,

WHEREAS, national, state and local government officials enacted many oppressive and suppressive rules that affected U.S. and state Constitutional freedoms of assembly, expression and religion; and,

WHEREAS, the livelihood of many Americans was severely limited by these draconian rules; and,

WHEREAS, these rules, carrying the force of law and penalty, were made without legislative action by unelected bureaucrats with questionable authority; and,

WHEREAS, many of the rules were not supported by scientific evidence, successful health practices, and proven effectiveness; and,

WHEREAS, unproven and inadequately tested experimental treatments and vaccines were mandated for many Americans against their wishes through employment coercion; and,

WHEREAS, national, state and local authorities have NO legal right to limit constitutional freedoms or mandate disease mitigations such as masks or vaccinations;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, hereby demands that these governmental overreaches into its citizens’ personal lives be immediately ended and prohibited in the future; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that all similar rules, if constitutional, must be enacted by elected bodies only.

2022 - 34 STOP PANDEMIC TYRANNY

WHEREAS, our founders, no strangers to pandemics, wars, and the struggle for survival, developed a constitutional system that releases the ingenuity, ambition, and altruism of every free citizen to create a nation so peaceful and so successful that it is in danger of being overwhelmed by billions of people wanting entrance; and,

WHEREAS, when faced by this Covid emergency, Democratic administrations at every level have abandoned this system best able to deal with emergencies, and chosen the worst possible system; the arbitrary orders of arrogant or panicked politicians; and,

WHEREAS, free people must obey laws; slaves must obey orders; and,

WHEREAS, no person or agency can fully understand the complexity of the human body or all of the relationships and interrelationships that comprise public health; and,
WHEREAS, the World Economic Forum (WEF), under chief executive officer Klaus Schwab, held its 50th annual meeting in June, 2020 under the name “The Great Reset” with a focus on response to the Covid-19 pandemic; and,

WHEREAS, “The Great Reset” is a justification and continuation of the goals of the WEF for creating a stakeholder economy, engaging in sustainable building and infrastructure projects, and harnessing the Fourth Industrial Revolution ostensibly for the public good; and,

WHEREAS, we have seen in the Covid-19 response the willingness of people to submit themselves to unprecedented and unwarranted intrusion into their lives against all science and against the true wellbeing of the citizens; and,

WHEREAS, unaccountable public “officials” now routinely use taxpayer funds to advertise experimental treatments without any warnings about possible side effects, order mass vaccinations of entire populations without considering preexisting conditions, forbid doctors and hospitals to use treatments used successfully around the world, and even inject vulnerable children at school without parental knowledge or permission; and,

WHEREAS, it is impossible for anyone to distinguish between “essential” and “nonessential” jobs in our infinitely complex and interrelated free market system; and,

WHEREAS, this administration has issued blanket shut down orders for businesses they deem to be “nonessential” and by so doing have destabilized the entire economic and social ecosystem and destroyed thousands of small businesses and millions of lives and livelihoods, while enriching the few; and,

WHEREAS, this same administration, encouraged by its success in using “the Covid “ to terrorize the public into submission, is now attempting to use the same tactics by declaring our ever-changing climate to be an “emergency“ that requires their wise control of the liberty and property of every citizen;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, declares that no public official or agency shall be allowed to control every hospital, every doctor, and every person’s body in this vast republic; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, declares all citizens in legal jobs and jury service to be essential workers; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, declares that all orders that deny civil liberties simply by declaring a public health or an environmental “emergency” are acts of insurrection against the letter and spirit of our free republic and shall be ignored or deemed advisory only; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, calls all businesses, public and private, to respect the liberty of their employees and the American public; and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, calls on hospitals, Wisconsin DSPS, insurers, and licensing boards to respect the duty of physicians and professional staff to treat their patients as they see fit and not bow to the dictates of our increasingly politicized public health and big pharma establishments; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, demands that our medical establishment, and pharmacies in the State of Wisconsin obey the spirit and letter of our “right to try” law; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, demands that any school official who allows children to be medicated without written parental permission be prosecuted; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, declares itself to be one with local and national groups working to restore liberty.

2022 - 35 SUPPORT SENATOR JOHNSON ON COVID

WHEREAS, Senator Ron Johnson has held panel discussions on COVID-19 with medical experts and doctors who spoke about varying perspectives on the pandemic response; and,

WHEREAS, data collected from the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System and the CDC Vaccine Adverse Effect Reporting System show that within 13 months the COVID Vaccines have posted 1,053,830 adverse events, 22,193 deaths and 20,175 deaths per year, prove that identified therapeutics demonstrate considerably less adverse events than the vaccines; and,

WHEREAS, Senator Ron Johnson has demonstrated through data collection and medical expert panel discussions that forcing adults and children to submit to COVID-19 vaccines and boosters through federal mandates results in many more deaths and injury than specific therapeutics; and,

WHEREAS, Senator Ron Johnson supports and promotes the right and freedom to decide how an individual will manage their own healthcare be returned to the individual, eliminating the need for federal or state mandates on COVID-19 vaccines and boosters;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, supports state and federal legislators to pass a law to rescind all mandates related to the COVID-19 vaccines and boosters, restoring the right of freedom to each American citizen in managing their own healthcare.
**INFRASTRUCTURE**

**2022 - 36 PROMOTE ENERGY INDEPENDENCE**

**WHEREAS**, Joe Biden, by executive order, unilaterally terminated construction on the Keystone XL Pipeline, destroying thousands of blue-collar jobs, undermining American energy independence and spiking energy costs for Americans; and,

**WHEREAS**, additionally, multiple Wisconsin-based contractors are involved in the Keystone XL project, making this decision fall especially hard on Wisconsinites; and,

**WHEREAS**, the actions of the Biden Administration to destroy the energy independence of the United States has weakened our ability to provide for the common defense by making the US reliant on other nations for its energy needs; and,

**WHEREAS**, the actions of the Biden Administration have directly impacted WI citizens ability to afford fuel for home heating, cooking, transportation and other needs, resulting in financial distress; and,

**WHEREAS**, the Biden Administration has indicated clearly that the Federal Government will utilize the authority provided through every means necessary to promote “Green Energy” by destroying the US Fossil Fuels Industry;

**NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED**, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, that our legislators in Washington must act to overturn the Executive order by public pressure and enact legislative action to install pipelines to expand commercial fossil fuel extraction in the US; and

**BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED**, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin that we condemn the actions of the Biden Administration which have placed the United States and the Citizens of Wisconsin in great peril financially and through the weakening of our National Security, causing financial and mental duress; and

**BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED**, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin that we demand that the Biden Administration and the Federal Government immediately end its war against our domestic fossil fuels industry and the subsequent abuse of WI citizens by inducing rampant inflation and financial destruction.

**2022 - 37 SECURITY OF ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE**

**WHEREAS**, the threat from the impact on the continental United States as a result of an Electromagnet pulse (EMP), both natural and manmade, exists; and,

**WHEREAS**, an Electromagnetic Pulse explosion strategically set over the United States would cause catastrophic results; and,
WHEREAS, a nuclear detonation at high altitudes would result in damage to all electrical and electronic equipment and infrastructure; and,

WHEREAS, nine American scientists issued, on “9/11”, the Report of the Commission to Assess the Threat to the United States from Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) Attack Vol 1, Executive Report 2004; and,

WHEREAS, the United States Congress has failed to implement recommendations from said report; and,

WHEREAS, there are enemies of the United States who may be capable of exploding such a nuclear device; and,

WHEREAS, our utility services are at serious risk from sabotage, cyberattack, or natural disasters such as a solar X-flare,

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, in order to secure our power grid and provide defensive preparedness, urges the United States Congress to implement the recommendations set forth in the Report of the Commission to Assess the Threat to the United States from Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) Attack Vol 1, Executive Report 2004; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin supports a national infrastructure program to protect our utility services against foreign or domestic attacks, or natural disasters.
CURRENT OFFICE HOLDERS / UPCOMING ELECTION

2022 - 38 DEFEAT TONY EVERS

WHEREAS, Tony Evers is the current Governor of the State of Wisconsin; and,

WHEREAS, Tony Evers vetoed at least six bills aimed at ensuring free, fair and secure elections in the State of Wisconsin; and,

WHEREAS, Tony Evers vetoed at least five bills aimed at reducing abortion in the State of Wisconsin; and,

WHEREAS, Tony Evers vetoed two bills that would have prohibited public health officials from mandating COVID-19 vaccines and banning local public health orders restricting gatherings at houses of worship; and,

WHEREAS, Tony Evers vetoed a bill that would have allowed greater transparency regarding classroom activities and curriculum in our public schools; and,

WHEREAS, Tony Evers exceeded his authority by issuing multiple mask mandates in violation of state law; and,

WHEREAS, Tony Evers failed to protect citizens and property and failed to support law enforcement during the Kenosha riot; and,

WHEREAS, Tony Evers recalled Wisconsin National Guard soldiers while conducting federal border patrol operations demonstrating his lack of concern for national borders and controlling the flow of illegal drugs;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, understands the State of Wisconsin cannot endure another four years of Tony Evers’ dishonorable leadership and establishes the defeat of Tony Evers is one of our top priorities.
2022 - 39 ELECTION REFORM

WHEREAS, in 2015 the Wisconsin Legislature formed the Wisconsin Election Commission, the bi-
partisan regulatory agency of the State of Wisconsin, when the Government Accountability Board was
abolished; and,

WHEREAS, the Wisconsin Election Commission was meant to be a fair and honest arbiter of elections;
and,

WHEREAS, since the Wisconsin Election Commission was formed, it has been run by partisan
bureaucrats not interested in fair, honest elections, but more interested in issuing opinions and directives
that encourage unfair elections across Wisconsin; and,

WHEREAS, the clear and plain language of election laws in Wisconsin has been changed or allowed to
be altered by directives of the Commissioners and staff of the Wisconsin Elections Commission without
the approval of the legislature in violation of the Constitution of the United States; and,

WHEREAS, the Wisconsin Election Commission instructed clerks to illegally rehabilitate absentee
ballots with missing information on the mailing envelope in contradiction of state law; and,

WHEREAS, the 2020 Wisconsin Fall General Election, as regulated and directed by the Wisconsin
Elections Commission, was one of the most haphazard, controversial and poorly managed elections in
state history, shaking the faith of citizens’ confidence in fair elections across Wisconsin; and,

WHEREAS, the Wisconsin Election Commissioners and staff allowed Mark Zuckerberg to dump
millions of dollars into Wisconsin’s Democrat-dominated cities for vote harvesting campaigns and other
efforts, creating a two-tiered election system that treated voters differently depending on whether they
lived in Democrat or Republican strongholds under the auspices of administering “safe and secure”
elections during the pandemic;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention
assembled, calls for the removal Wisconsin Election Commission staff that have violated or
recommended the violation of Wisconsin State election laws; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin calls for the restructuring of
the Wisconsin Election Commission to a truly fair and honest and accountable election agency; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin calls for the Legislature to
demand the Wisconsin Election Commission to follow all election laws duly passed by the Wisconsin
Legislature in accordance with the United States Constitution to restore faith that free and fair elections
may once again occur in Wisconsin.
2022 - 40 ONLY CITIZENS VOTE

WHEREAS, municipalities in various states or cities including New York City, grant noncitizens or illegal immigrants the right to vote; and,

WHEREAS, the movement to expand voting to noncitizens or illegal immigrants suppresses the legal vote of US citizens and may further discourage immigrants from becoming citizens; and,

WHEREAS, various states specifically prohibit voting by noncitizens;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, resolves that the Wisconsin State Assembly and Senate, enforce constitutional voting requirements by advancing and passing legislation which criminalizes and enforces stiff penalties to protect the legal votes of WI citizens.

2022 - 41 END THE USE OF THE ERIC VOTER ROLL SYSTEM

WHEREAS, the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC) is a non-profit organization whose board is made up of appointees from member states, and the organization is charged with improving the accuracy of the voter rolls of its member states, but it does not appear to be a non-partisan data collecting organization; and the ERIC system says there are over 7 million people on our voter rolls, whose active or inactive status can be toggled on or off seemingly without a record and by a large number of key holders, while the ERIC system says there are just over 3 million eligible adult voters in the state of Wisconsin; and this system is susceptible to election fraud where dead people vote;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, hereby calls upon the Wisconsin Assembly, Senate and Governor to pass a law which ends our involvement in the organization known as ERIC and develops a system run by Wisconsin government where dead people and those who moved are actually purged from the rolls as is required by law, and where those inactive registrants can no longer be toggled into the active status; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin calls for a new system to be developed that can add security and be concurrently updated to prevent fraud.

2022 - 42 LEGAL RESIDENCY TO DETERMINE VOTING RESIDENCY, INCLUDING COLLEGE STUDENTS

WHEREAS, Wisconsin Universities and colleges use legal residency to determine resident and non-resident tuition based on the lack of contribution to Wisconsin's tax base from non-residents; and other states require a years’ worth of wage records to apply for resident student status; and allowing non-residents to help determine the political landscape of states, districts and precincts they have no intention of remaining in is antithetical to a representative form of government;
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, urge the Governor, the State Assembly and the State Senate to work together to pass state law(s) that disallow voting by non-resident and non-residents students of any kind, under penalty of perjury.

2022 - 43 CLOSED PRIMARY

WHEREAS, it stands that the State of Wisconsin has an Open Primary Election system. This allows for non-official party members to seek political office under the Political Party umbrella of their choice. This causes much internal and external pressure within party caucuses; furthermore, this causes increased confusion to the voters. It is vital to the viability of the Republican Party's future platform and success in elections that we broaden the scope of prospective candidates, current candidates, and future candidates by allowing for a closed Primary System. FURTHERMORE, A Closed Primary system eliminates the need for a public endorsement of preferred candidates from the Republican Party, as the preferred candidate is already a member of the Republican Party. A Closed System also helps build a broader coalition within the Republican Party umbrella. This is absolutely vital for the survival and viability of the Republican Party of Wisconsin;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, calls on the Wisconsin State Legislature to enact legislation that creates a Closed Primary System; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin asks that other counties follow suit in calling for establishing a closed primary system.

2022 - 44 DISSOLVE THE WISCONSIN ELECTION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, free and fair elections are the cornerstone of the American Republic; and,

WHEREAS, the American Republic has a government of the people, by the people and for the people, relying on the faith and trust of all citizens in our electoral process and the rule of law; and,

WHEREAS, numerous changes have been adopted during our history to improve the electoral process and strives to ensure all eligible voters have the right to vote, including the 15th and 19th Amendments to the Constitution as well as the 1965 Voting Rights Act; and,

WHEREAS, in 2020, the election laws of Wisconsin, beginning with the Spring election and continuing through the November election, were allowed to be violated by directives of the Commissioners of the Wisconsin Elections Commission (WEC); and,

WHEREAS, the WEC denied both Green Party and Birthday Party candidates for President access to the ballot, refused to purge over 200,000 inactive voters from the voting rolls as required by state law and the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC) system, allowed clerks across the state to
accept online requests for absentee ballots using the indefinitely confined elector status without
providing identification and instructed clerks to cure absentee ballots with missing information on the
mailing envelope in contradiction of state law; and,

WHEREAS, ballot harvesting occurred in cities across Wisconsin which created unequal treatment of
voters in rural and urban areas, in violation of the US Constitution’s Equal Protection Clause; and,

WHEREAS, the Wisconsin Election Commission waived the requirement for Special Voting Deputies
allowing untrained facility staff to conduct elections in nursing facilities; and,

WHEREAS, the 2020 Wisconsin election was one of the most controversial elections in state history;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention
assembled, calls upon the Wisconsin Legislature to hold hearings and investigate irregularities in the
elections of 2020 and to hold accountable the agency that has caused such unprecedented turmoil; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin hereby calls upon the
Wisconsin Assembly, Senate and Governor to pass laws to impose severe financial and incarceration
penalties for those engaged in ballot harvesting or any election law violations as well as for those who
permit these illegal practices and those who provide guidance in contradiction to Wisconsin Statutes;
and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin hereby calls upon the
Wisconsin Assembly, Senate and Governor to eliminate the Wisconsin Elections Commission, and the
state legislators should resume their rightful and constitutional duties to certify electors, as identified in
Wisconsin law and the US Constitution Article II, Section 4, Clause 1, never again delegating their
lawful authority.

2022 - 45 USE OF PAPER BALLOTS

WHEREAS, recent elections have cast doubt on accuracy in the use of electronic vote tabulation; and,

WHEREAS, many voters no longer trust the election results tabulated electronically; and,

WHEREAS, manually counted paper ballots have been used for decades without voters distrusting the
results; and,

WHEREAS, observers can easily observe the counting of paper ballots ensuring the accuracy of the
tabulations;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention
assembled, demands that future elections in WI be done exclusively with hand tabulated paper ballots,
tabulated by not less than three election workers, and all ballots be secured and guarded by certified law
enforcement with a chain of custody log for a legislatively required preservation period.
WHEREAS, early or delayed counts of absentee ballots can be fraudulently tabulated or manipulated;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Wisconsin, in convention assembled, that all votes, in-person and absentee, should be tabulated on Election Day.